
NONFICTION CREATIVE WRITING PROMPTS

In the wide world of writing prompts, the options are slim for creative nonfiction writers. Even the relevant prompts are
often jumbled together with essay and.

They get pulled into something that could change their life forever. Write a story about how your character
sees balloons â€” hundreds of them â€” floating toward the sky from miles away. Write a dialogue between
two people who have to share a seat on a plane and who are attracted to one another. Do you dislike it? Write
about a character who, after witnessing horrors of rising crime and drug rates, ran away at the age of 12 to live
on their own in a secluded wooded area. Write about how your character gets up to go to the bathroom in the
middle of the night and is alarmed to see their dad standing in the hallway. There are countless fantasy worlds
out there and that means you really have to focus on being unique within your world. Schedule your writing
time and follow those deadlines if you really want to finish 30 Sci-Fi Writing Prompts Are you one who loves
advanced technology, diseases, and even space travel? You can even write a powerful short story with a small
prompt! That is, until one is discovered with a freshly removed human scalp on the dashboard. You may use
them as dialogue or images or theme. Scientists have wondered for years how nature and nurture plays into the
development of human minds and their choices. Write about a dare. Their memory is foggy but clearing up,
and they have some sort of technical device securing their hands together. These are some of our tips for
writing mystery using these creative prompts: Make readers think they know what will happen by planting
false foreshadowing along with real hints Make the antagonist very likable Juxtapose tense scenes with
mellow ones to increase tension Keep the story moving forward always. They float atop the ocean, traveling
hundreds of miles a day, all while its citizens go about their everyday life. The tight-knit family running the
place welcomes them with open armsâ€¦and then invites them to take part in what really happens when they
close at night. Pick out three current market listings that sound appealing to you. Thank goodness they make a
new friend. Their decision? Getting close to them might be the only way to find out their secret. Your Worst
Moment Describe the worst moment in your life so far. Your main character starts to hear voices shortly after
experiencing a trauma. Your character is one of the lucky few who are chosen to be among the first to inhabit
the planet. But when they get interrupted by the weird kid at school, they have to set some ground rules for its
use.


